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1.

Executive Summary

The Western Bay RCC continues to progress and have a clear strategic direction, detailed in the
RSP 2017-20 and also continues to work to the previously agreed Western Bay Strategic Planning
Cycle. The RSP shows preparative work that has been undertaken at both a local and regional
level, which has enabled a more collaborative and focussed approach to future areas of
development. The regional priority areas have been identified which fall under three themed regional
strategic priorities, all of which cross-reference with those identified in the Local Commissioning
Plans. They are:
1.
2.
3.

Adverse Childhood Experience (ACE)
Homelessness Prevention
Links with Health, Well Being and Social Care Partnership Board

There have been two successful RCC Development Days in this period:
a) May 2017: Overcoming the barriers of implementing a Housing First pilot in Western Bay
(see Appendix 1 for a full report)
b) November 2017: Adverse Childhood Experience (ACE) (see Section 3, Case Study 2)
Regional Contract Monitoring meetings continue to be held regularly with 4 taking place in this
period where enhanced coordination and communication for cross regional providers in monitoring,
evaluation, and contract liaison meetings continues to be achieved and reported back to the next
RCC.
Service User engagement is continuing to progress well with a RCC directed Regional Community
Group being established which have met on a regular basis in this reporting period. Following a
successful Regional Service User event held in March 2017, another took place in June 2017 (see
Section 3, Case Study 2 for details). Service Users have requested that an event be organised
regularly, every quarter, and their involvement in future events be considered. Following both
events, many great suggestions were put forward and it is the aim of the RCC to implement as
many as possible.
In 2016/17, Local Authorities were given the flexibility, for the first time, to vire up to 5% between
Anti-Poverty Grants, namely Communities First, Families First and Flying Start and the Supporting
People Programme Grant (SPPG). This enabled closer links with the various grants to be forged
and a collaborative approach to working to be established. Details can be found in 3.7 below.
Representation from both Health and Probation at RCCs and with the work of the RCC, has been
very infrequent in this reporting period (as with the last). Feedback from the organisations indicate
difficulties because of the sheer volume of meetings and staff capacity issues. However, efforts will
continue to be made by the RCC to engage with all stakeholders.
A much more collaborative working relationship continues to be developed and strengthened with
the RCC and both the local and regional provider forums in order to develop views and ideas for
innovation, as well as specific client groups through existing service user forums and other
engagement mechanisms. Examples of this include Provider Reps adding to RCC Agendas and
canvassing views and suggestions to feedback to RCC meetings.
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2.

Introduction

The Supporting People Programme is delivered across six regions in Wales. The Western Bay
region consists of the City & County of Swansea, Neath Port Talbot (NPT) County Borough
Council and Bridgend County Borough Council and covers the Abertawe Bro Morgannwg
University Health Board (ABMU), the South Wales Police Authority and Wales Probation
(Swansea, NPT and Bridgend).
The Supporting People Programme Grant (SPPG) - Guidance (June 2013) states that Regional
Collaborative Committees (RCCs) across Wales are required to submit annual / regular reports
to the Supporting People National Advisory Board (SPNAB), to advise the Minister on progress
of each RCC. The RCC forms part of the overall governance structure for the Supporting
People Programme Grant (SPPG) and the current structure is available on the Welsh
Government website: http://wales.gov.uk/topics/housing-and-regeneration/services-andsupport/supporting-people/programme-structure/?lang=en
This RCC Annual Review will cover the period from 1 April 2017 to 31 March 2018 and will
provide SPNAB with an update on developments and an assessment of what has worked well
and areas that still need to be progressed in the Western Bay RCC.
This report is a reflection of Western Bay RCC attendees where each member, deputy member,
co-opted member and advisor has been given the opportunity to input their views and
recommendations on the Western Bay RCC.
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3.

Case Studies

Case Study 1: Housing First (HF): A Western Bay Model
A Housing First proposal was tabled at the RCC in March 2017, which sought a consensus from
the key stakeholders across the Western Bay region to commission a pilot or feasibility study
into the introduction of a Housing First model with the aim of reducing/eliminating rough
sleeping across the region.
A RCC recommendation was to establish a Task & Finish Group to discuss the feasibility of a
Western Bay Housing First Pilot Scheme and that the RCC Development Day planned for 18th
May 2017 would focus on “Overcoming the barriers of implementing a Housing First Pilot in
Western Bay”. A full report on the Development Day 18.05.17 can been seen in Appendix 1.
The Development Day session specifically focused on housing providers and an invite had been
sent to all Registered Social Landlords and private social lettings agencies in Western Bay i.e.
LA Landlords, RSL general needs landlords and sought a decision, at the highest level from
housing providers, as to the viability of a Housing First model being adopted in the Western Bay
region.
It was agreed on the day that Housing First is one option and not the panacea to solving
homelessness. It therefore needs to be considered with other options alongside a Housing First
Model. Also, in order for the scheme to be successful, it would be wholly reliant on participation
of numerous other agencies, including heath, social care, criminal justice and housing
management. One thing was clear however, that there needs to be continued monitoring of data
going forward, especially the rough sleeper count and all alternative models to be, at least,
considered to avoid a rise in vulnerable people with complex needs becoming homeless and
sleeping rough.
The outcome of the Development Day was reported back to the next RCC meeting on 31.07.17
where RCC members recommended that a Housing First Sub Group be set up to include
representation from Landlords, Providers, LA Housing departments and RCC members and
which the RDC would co-ordinate.
At this time, a WLGA representative reported that the release of a draft report was imminent
which will outline HF Welsh National Principles. The following points should be considered by
regions considering adopting a HF Model:





Contact with Cardiff University which has undertaken research on HF on behalf of the
WG
Consider a ‘Key Worker’ to act as the single link person for SUs
Confirm who (client group) and eligibility for SUs
Consider having an ‘individuals budget’

The WLGA confirmed that any HF Model that is adopted in Wales would have WG backing and
the RCC recommended that the Western Bay HF Sub-Group would focus on creating a regional
set of principles for Housing First and identify Western Bay principles based on the WG
Principles. Following the RCC Development Day in May 2017 and subsequent meetings of the
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RCC HF Sub Group meeting in October 2017, a RCC HF Sub-Group DRAFT Action Plan was
developed and continues to be operational.
The Sub Group met regularly in this reporting period but concern was often expressed
regarding the termination of WG Transitional Funding and that security of funding for long term
planning was sought/needed. However, in September 2017 the WG allocated LA Housing
Departments additional funding, for the next 2 years. Members of the Group questioned
whether there is still a role for the RCC and whether a regional approach to adopt a Housing
First Model is viable.
Case Study 2: RCC Development Day 13.11.17: Adverse Childhood Experience (ACE)
RCC Development Day 13.11.17:
Adverse Childhood Experience (ACE), including Trauma Informed and Psychologically Informed
Environment (PIE)
12.30am – 4.00pm 13th November 2017, Neath Civic SA11 3QZ, Rooms A & B
Background
An Action following the RCC/Regional Team Meeting 28.09.17 was to put back the date of the next
planned Development Day from 19th October to Monday 13th November 2017 and to focus the session
on Adverse Childhood Experience (ACE), Trauma Informed and Psychologically Informed Environment
(PIE). Following attendance at the Welsh Women’s Aid (WWA) Seminar on ACE, 28.09.17, the RDC recommended that a representative from WWA attend along with a rep from the ACE Support Hub and
WLGA. Charlotte Waite, Housing Relationship & Engagement Lead, Tina Reece, Head of Engagement,
WWA and Joy Williams from the WLGA all gave an informed presentation on the day. Contact details
and useful links are available in Appendix 1.
Purpose
To address one of the Western Bay regional priority areas, Adverse Childhood Experience (ACE): Domestic Abuse as a cause of Homelessness and establish what actions the RCC can implement to drive
forward delivery on this priority area.
Attendance
A total of 23 people attended representing Providers (including RSLs), LA Commissioning/Contracting
Teams, RCC voting members including the Chair and Cabinet Members, RCC Provider Reps and RCC
representatives from all 3 LAs, WLGA, WWA among others. See Appendix 2 for a full list of invitees and
those present.
Structure/Agenda
1.
Welcome & Introductions
The event was introduced by the Western Bay RCC Chair, Cllr. Mark Child.
2.
ACE – An Introduction
Tina Reece, Head of Engagement, Welsh Woman’s Aid gave an informed introduction to ACE and the
work currently being undertaken by WWA.
3.
ACEs Hub
Charlotte Waite, Housing Relationship & Engagement Lead, ACE Support Hub, Cardiff, introduced the
work of the ACEs Hub and provided an in depth and informative introduction to both Trauma Informed
and Psychologically Informed Environment (PIE). Charlotte also shared with the group the Housing &
ACEs training currently being undertaken as part of the pilot in Bridgend.
As part of Charlotte’s presentation, she asked the group to consider the following questions, listed under
the 3 headings as shown, hold group discussions and to write down thoughts:
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Re: Safety: As LA Monitoring Officers, those questions are asked, only to identify staff support:
o However, a ‘light’ touch for what is needed
o There’s a lack of resources, not a lack of will
o LAs can recommend only and not always fix the issue
o We stipulate the process – with a flexibility of creativity, i.e. we are in an enabling role
o We are open to challenge
Staff must feel safe in their role to build and sustain relationships in which clients/service users/customers feel safe and valued as a person.
Some organisations need a culture shift to enable staff to respond differently
Valuing greater awareness of the need for more informal relationships in context of investing earlier
in the relationship to create benefits later on.
From a Members perspective: What is our role as politicians?
o Put it into a wider context
o Need to allow risk without blame
o Be advocates: this is outcome based not service based
o Keep saying this is generational/long-term and try and get resources from the day to day
‘firefight’.
o Lead on cultural change in commissioning strategy

4.
Additional Transitional Funding Project
Joy Williams, WLGA, presented and explained, working closely with Cymorth had been successful in securing funding from the Welsh Government Homelessness Grant for a Trauma Informed training programme which is being devised by experts at the moment. It will be rolled out across the country in a variety of locations from January to March 2018 and people will be able to book onto venues accessible to
themselves. The programme will include:
a) 1 day Psychologically informed practice training;
b) 3 day developing psychologically informed environments, incorporating 1 day training and delivered to a whole team, with follow up days back at the project to embed the training into practice;
c) 1 day PIE leadership training for managers and commissioners – encouraging psychologically
informed practice.
All of the training will be free and it is ‘expected’ that all front line staff in LAs and provider agencies will
access the training. Additional information and booking forms are near to being finalised with the programme due to be launched on 23rd November 2017.
Western Bay RCC Annual Review April 2017 – March 2018
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5.

Workshop: What actions can the RCC implement to drive forward delivery on this Western
Bay Priority?
Attendees, already in groups, were asked to consider the above question and note on flip-chart paper
their ideas.



















What about other traumas e.g. death, carers, unemployment, etc.
Await feedback from Cymorth Conference
Is there going to be a toolkit?
Protocol / Principles: consistency required across Western Bay. Is wording going to be put in contracts?
Managers – how will it be managed?
Health involvement – not mentioned
Consider barriers and how to address them
Look at connecting people and building strong communities and empowering people to look after
themselves and each other
Create opportunities to celebrate local successes together and share learning meetings, social
media, websites, press, etc.
Get buy-in from the top: politicians, CEO’s, local press organisations and local Councillors.
Encourage a culture in which staff feel empowered and trusted to make decisions on their feet.
Consider tailored services to deliver individuals needs and offer services in safe places i.e. home,
local buildings, etc.
Revisit the local area co-ordination model of recording and evaluation.
Commitment of time and resources for staff to attend ACEs/PIE training
How are the effects of ACE’s resolved? What are the programmes / service delivery, once ACE’s
have been identified? What does 1:1 support look like?
Need more information on what characterised the success in spite of multipole ACEs.
Engaging with Health – will they be bought in? (Psychological support for staff and SU’s e.g.
counselling.)
Engagement with HSCW Partnership Boards; Area Planning Boards; PSB, etc.

Discussions took place when each group fed back to all attendees their findings in considering the question.
Recommendations to RCC
1. Set up a RCC Sub Group: ACE, to potentially ‘tie in’ with the work of the Housing First Sub Group
to:
a. Draw up an action plan based on the information provided at this session.
b. Undertake a regional ACE Mapping Exercise
c. Ensure legislation requirements are met/adhered to e.g. Future Generations Act and
SSWBA.
d. Ensure that other partners attend the training with ACE’s e.g. Health & Probation reps
e. Place on CSP Agenda
f. Share training and dates with Providers
g. Consider Charter for organisations to sign up too (contracts?)
h. Regionally share good practice / what’s worked / what’s not worked / what needs to be
improved?
2. Create a regional List of ‘off the shelf’ service delivery models (to include ACE) should short notice WG funding be made available
3. Visit a service which has adopted this model to see what an implementation frontline service
looks like with this approach.
The RCC continues to work on the recommendations listed above.
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(Appendices of the ACE Report)
(Appendix 1 of the ACE Report: Contact details and useful links)
Public Health Wales: Cymru Well Wales: Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs):
http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/888/page/88524
PIE link NET: http://pielink.net/
This website is the online home of a rapidly growing community of practice. Our aim here is to
connect people involved with addressing the psychological and emotional issues that go with
homelessness, and particularly in the development of 'psychologically informed environments' - PIEs.

Charlotte Waite, Housing Relationship & Engagement Lead, ACE Support Hub CharlotteWaite@wales.nhs.uk
Reversible Writing Poem - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGOB3QhGqtA
Tina Reece, Head of Engagement, Welsh Women’s Aid TinaReece@welshwomensaid.org.uk
Welsh Women’s Aid: http://www.welshwomensaid.org.uk/
Swansea Women’s Aid: http://swanseawomensaid.com/about-us/
City & County of Swansea: http://www.swansea.gov.uk/residents
Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council: https://www.npt.gov.uk/
Bridgend County Borough Council: http://www.bridgend.gov.uk/
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(Appendix 2 of the ACE Report: Invited List and Attendance List)
Full Invite List
Name
Alan Morgan, Hafod

Re s pons e

None

Ali Morris, DomAb Co-ordinator, Swansea

Accepted

Amanda Oliver, Dr., RCC info, NPT Provider Forum Chair

Accepted

Andrew Bennett - FHA Swansea

Declined

Andrew Vye, Gwalia

Declined

Andy Terwee, Caerlas

None

Angela Lloyd, Swansea

Accepted

Anita Evans, Planning Development & Performance Officer, Swansea

Accepted

Becky Cole, Gwalia

Accepted

Bethan Lindsay-Gaylard, Bridgend DA Co-ord
Charlotte Waite, ACE Support Hub

None
Accepted

Claire Jones, RCC Co-opted Member, Western Bay Substance Misuse

Declined

Clare Way, Tai Tarian

Declined

Cllr Dhanisha Patel, RCC Voting Member, Bridgend

None

Cllr Mark Child, RCC Chair & Voting Member, Swansea

None

Cllr. Peter Richards, RCC Voting Member, NPT

Accepted

Debra Trezise, Regional Development Co-ordinator, Western Bay

Accepted

Eleri Butler, CEO, W elsh Womens Aid

None

Elizabeth Willington, v2c

None

Gareth Evans, RCC Advisory, NPT

None

Gareth Jones, The Wallich

None

Harry McKeown, RCC Delegated Voter, Deputy Provider Rep

Accepted

Hayley O'Brian, RCC Advisory, SP NPT

Accepted

Ian Oliver, RCC Delegated Voter, SP Lead NPT
Jade Wing, RCC Advisory, Bridgend

None
Accepted

Janet Bochel - FHA Swansea

None

Jennifer Hartley, PIE

None

Jenny Williams, W WHA

None

Jill Nicholson, RCC info, Bridgend Provider Forum Chair

None

Joy Williams, WLGA
Julia Lewis, RCC Co-opted Member, DomAb Co-ordinator NPT
Katie Dalton, Cymorth
Kevin Howell, Linc Cymru
Lorraine Griffiths, RPF Chair
Louise Bolam - Coastal Housing

Accepted
None
None
Accepted
None
Accepted

Lynne Berry, SP Bridgend

Accepted

Lynne Sanders, RCC Voting Member, Short Term Provider Rep

Accepted

Maggie Berry, RCC Co-opted Member, ABMU

Declined

Mark Hopkins - RCC Vice Chair & Landlord Rep

Accepted

Martin Ridgeway, RCC Delegated Voter, Bridgend

Accepted

Nichola Jones, Pobl
Nick Read, Gwalia
Nicola Smith, Linc-Cymru

None
None
Declined

Paul Langley, RCC Landlord Rep

None

Paula W hittingham, RCC Deputy Landlord Rep

None

Rachel Evans, SP Lead Swansea
Rachel Moxey, Head of Poverty and Prevention, Swansea

Accepted
None

Robert Merrill, SP Swansea

Accepted

Sarah Vye, Contracting Officer, Swansea

Accepted

Sian Morris, RCC Co-opted Member, Community Safety Partnership NPT

Tentative

Steve Porter, Housing Options, Swansea

Declined

Tina Reece, WWA

Accepted

Trevor Saunders, Hafod

Accepted
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In attendance:
Angela Lloyd, Swansea
Anita Evans, Planning Development & Performance Officer, Swansea
Becky Cole, Gwalia
Charlotte Waite, ACE Support Hub
Cllr Dhanisha Patel, RCC Voting Member, Bridgend
Cllr Mark Child, RCC Chair & Voting Member, Swansea
Cllr. Peter Richards, RCC Voting Member, NPT
Debra Trezise, Regional Development Co-ordinator, Western Bay
Harry McKeown, RCC Delegated Voter, Deputy Provider Rep
Hayley O'Brian, RCC Advisory, SP NPT
Jade Wing, RCC Advisory, Bridgend
Jenny Williams, Wales & West Housing Association
Joy Williams, WLGA
Kevin Howell, Linc Cymru
Louise Bolam - Coastal Housing
Lynne Berry, SP Bridgend
Lynne Sanders, RCC Voting Member, Short Term Provider Rep
Maggie Berry, RCC Co-opted Member, ABMU
Martin Ridgeway, RCC Delegated Voter, Bridgend
Paul Langley, RCC Landlord Rep
Robert Merrill, SP Swansea
Sarah Vye, Contracting Officer, Swansea
Tina Reece, WWA

4.

How People Who Access Services Are Involved

Western Bay Regional Service User Community Group, 22nd June 2017: Summary Report
Background
Following the successful last Regional Service User Community Group held on 22nd March
2017 in NPT, a Task and Finish Group met on 23.05.17 to plan for the next event. There were
two pressing topics which we were keen to engage Service Users (SUs) with, namely:
1. Homelessness Strategy
Local Authorities have to submit to Welsh Government (WG), a Homelessness Strategy
by 2018 but a regional Strategy is being considered at this time which is likely to include
SU involvement.
2. The WG Supporting People Programme Guidance and Outcome Framework Consultation document. The deadline for feedback to WG is 4th August 2017.
Taking into consideration the comments raised by SUs at the last event, it was agreed that they
would be contacted directly and given the opportunity of selecting the focus of the next event. It
was agreed that the default position in the event of a nil response would be to focus on the Consultation document because that had a tighter WG deadline.
Responses from Providers and Service Users were very poor. However, the Regional Service
User Community Group took place on Thursday 22nd June at 10.00am – 12pm in SYSHP,
Swansea, with the focus of the session being on the WG Supporting People Programme Guidance and Outcome Framework Consultation document.
Western Bay RCC Annual Review April 2017 – March 2018
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Purpose
The purpose of the event was to involve Service Users in the WG consultation process by addressing some of the questions relating to the Outcomes Framework. Also, to address SU feedback comments following the last event, e.g. ‘Future meetings should focus on a specific topics’;
‘Email sent to providers to ask service users what they want the meeting to be about’ and ‘Want
to hear what the Government and RCC are saying’.
In Attendance
A total of 9 SUs attended (without Support Workers) along with facilitators from the three Local
Authorities and region. Both the RCC Long and Short Term Provider Reps attended the start of
the session but it was felt that because of low SU numbers, only 3 facilitators would remain for
the whole morning.
Structure
The event began with introductions and ‘setting the scene’ powerpoint presentation which outlined the purpose of the event, the reasons given by WG for the requirement for specific information to be asked and the need to have SU involvement in the WG consultation process. Participants were asked to break into two groups and asked to address 3 questions, namely:
Q1:

What involvement do you have/want, in your support plan?

Q2:

What do you think about the proposed baseline information being asked by the Welsh
Government, e.g. I have a job, I am in learning/education, my accommodation is likely to
be stable for at least 6 months (with support)?
Is there other baseline information which should be collected?

Q3:

How do you feel about the Welsh Government using your NI number?

Participants were given 15 minutes to address each question and given the opportunity of either
themselves or the facilitators feeding back to the whole group.
Responses
Q1:















What involvement do you have/want, in your support plan?
Very involved in support plan e.g. Suggestion made for an immigration adviser which
was needed and subsequently provided.
Have:
Weekly support sessions
Quarterly star charts
Emotional Support
Connection to community
Long-Term tenancy =1yr +
Aid in education
Aid in financial control
Growth in independence
Improvement in health
Workshops to develop skills
Counselling – which is incredibly important
Support to be with others with diversity academic ability
Want
More independence
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Links to work experience and employment to fit around education
Higher ratio of workers to service users
Lack of divers workers
To be myself
Ratios increased of staff to people

Additional comments:
 Accessibility of support worked can sometimes be challenging resulting in help being delayed
 Suggestion made for a greater understanding of the cultural difference e.g. in relation to
the setting out of refreshments at events held during Ramadan
 Lack of culture specific counselling
 Difficulty in engagement with health
 Support workers mean you taken more seriously/ listen but removes independence
 Frequency of support is not always good.
 Involvement in support plan good - but depends on how accessible support worker is.
Sometimes they’re too busy so delays leading to reschedules
 Emotional support. offered and needed
 How to be with people who are different to you. Group work introduces diversity.
 Discounts e.g. buss pass until benefits are confirmed.
 Wifi access (to limit the amount of money needed to travel to appointments) i.e. Flexibility
of services e.g. Skype, conference calls, facetime (organisations could turn off location
especially for domestic abuse clients so that they can’t be tranced)
Q2:

What do you think about the proposed baseline information being asked by the
Welsh Government, e.g. I have a job, I am in learning/education, my accommodation is likely to be stable for at least 6 months (with support)?
Is there other baseline information which should be collected?



Happy for WG to ask these question because it will help us now and other people in
future.
The proposed baseline information asked is satisfactory.

Additional comments:
 Other information could include:
o Education,
o Health
o Self
o Mental health
o Emotional (self-satisfaction)
o Physical
o Success of rent, work, etc.
o Skills
o Relationships
o Motivation
o Community involvement
o How happy are you?
o Do you feel you have been integrated into the community where you line
o Do you feel save & secure
Q3:




How do you feel about the Welsh Government using your NI number?
WG may use NI Number
Why NI Number?
May not have one (under 16) – what then?
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Make people feel like a statistic not human
Concern that information "stored" will be used against the person at a later date. NO
problem using NI number if it's not used against the individual.

Service User General / Additional Comments



Why are we repeatedly being asked for our details? [ range of organisations were listed
e.g. Health, housing, DWP, etc.]
Support Workers to provide more support and take time to discuss what's going on because they are frequently late or cancelled appointments. [Service Users suggested however, that a reason for this is probably work overload of Support Workers.]

Summary
All Service Users were very engaged in the process and responded vocally and enthusiastically
to the questions asked of them. All understood the importance of having their voices heard. A
discussion took place with the facilitators at the end of the session as to how attendance could
be improved and the factors that were influencing poor attendance. Financial restrictions mean
that no incentives can be offered/provided for SUs attending e.g. buffet, small complementary
gifts, etc. and the location of events maybe factors that influence attendance.
Outcome
The outcome of this meeting is to report back to the RCC and for the RCC to address the comments made by the Service Users which it continues to undertake. Also, the SU comments were
forwarded to the WG to be included in the Outcome Framework consultation process.

5.

Service Development

5.1. How have decisions been shaped by spend plan, needs analysis, outcomes
and other sources of data? What changes have resulted?
Spend Plans
Shown below is the Western Bay Quarter 4 Regional Spend Plan 2017-18 (actual spends) and
the following chart shows the regional Variances (+/-10% only) against the 2017-18 Spend Plan.
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Regional Variances (+/-10% only) against the 2017-18 Spend Plan
Client Category

£

People with Alcohol Issues

-21.0

People with Substance Misuse Issues

-20.9

People with Criminal Offending History

98.0

People with Refugee Status

-16.7

People with Physical and/or Sensory Disabilities

32.9

Young People who are Care Leavers

84.2

Families with Support Needs

17.9

Single People with Support Needs not listed
above (25 to 54)
People over 55 years of age with Support
Needs (this category must be exclusive of
alarm services)
Generic/Floating Support/Peripatetic (tenancy
support services which cover a range of user
needs)

23.5
-15.1
27.7

Alarm Services (including in sheltered/extra
care)

178.6

Expenditure which does not directly link to the
spend plan categories above.

-34.5

Comments
Bridgend: Units previously reported as alcohol misuse
have now been categorised as substance misuse services of which alcohol could be a factor
Bridgend: Financial reserve for 2016-17 included in period 1 outturn figure.
Bridgend: Service was commissioned
Bridgend: Financial reserve for 2016-17 included in period 1 outturn figure.
Swansea: Took on two new schemes at the end of previous year
Bridgend: Units have been recorded against young people with support needs in light of a potential review of
the service going forward. However, further reflection
suggests that these units will remain primarily for care
leavers and the units may therefore return to this category
Bridgend: These [Expenditure which does not directly
link to the spend plan categories above] homelessness
units have now been recorded against single people
with support needs and families with support needs.
These would have historically been recorded as fixed
generic homeless accommodation
Bridgend: Financial reserve for 2016-17 included in period 1 outturn figure 17-18.
Swansea: Provider contract terminated on 31st March
2017.
Bridgend: Service was commissioned
Bridgend: An allocation was included in the spend plan
as this was additional funding (end of year slippage)
that was provided last financial year i.e. one off increase in 2017-18. This funding will not be going ahead
in 2018-19.
Bridgend: These homelessness units have now been
recorded against single people with support needs and
families with support needs. These would have historically been recorded as fixed generic homeless accommodation

Outcomes Data Collection Analysis1
Outcome returns by Providers are usually based on an assessment of progress in relation to
support plans and are mandatory returns to Welsh Government.
The services which are covered by the SPPG and which are reported on in the Outcome returns
are:

1

LA Outcomes July-Dec2017 reports to RCC 03.05.18
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Promoting Personal and Community Safety
Service Users are:
• Feeling safe
• Contributing to the safety and well-being of themselves and of others
Promoting Independence and Control
Service Users are:
• Managing accommodation
• Managing relationships
• Feeling part of the community
Promoting Economic Progress and Financial Control
Service Users are:
• Managing money
• Engaging in education/learning
• Engaged in employment/voluntary work
Promoting Health and Well-being
Service Users are:
• Physically healthy
• Mentally healthy
• Leading a healthy and active lifestyle
The following regional Outcomes analysis is from the period July to December 2017.


Homeless
In Swansea, of the 455 people who presented as homeless, 16% remained homeless upon
exit. In NPT, of the 38 presented as homeless, none remained homeless on exit and in
Bridgend, of the 61 presenting homeless, 2% remained homeless upon exit.



At Threat of Homelessness within 56 days
In Swansea, of the 202 people who presented as being at threat of homelessness with 56
days, 16% remained as being at threat of homelessness with 56 days. In NPT, 9 presented
and none remained as being at threat of homelessness with 56 days and of the 11 who
presented in Bridgend, 45% remained on exit.



In Interim Accommodation
In Swansea, of the 224 people who presented as being in interim accommodation, 44%
remained in interim accommodation. In NPT, of 17 presented, 29% remained and of the 20
who presented in Bridgend, 75% remained in interim accommodation on exit.



Need Support to Remain in Own Home
In Swansea, of the 3132 people who presented as needing support to remain in their own
home, 17% remained in need on exit. In NPT, 911 presented and 9% remained and in
Bridgend 482 presented and 10% remained in need on exit.



Maintaining Stable Accommodation Independently (6 months+)
In Swansea, of the total number of people who exited (1153), 47% maintained stable
accommodation independently for 6 months +. In NPT, the total number of people who
exited was 24 and of them, 71% maintained stable accommodation and in Bridgend, a total
of 34 exited and 62% maintained stable accommodation independently for 6 months +.

In Western Bay as a whole, of the total outcome returns made by providers, 6% remained at
threat of homelessness within 56 days on exit (11% in previous year), 14% remained homeless
on exit (16% in previous year), 7% were in interim accommodation on exit (5% in previous year)
Western Bay RCC Annual Review April 2017 – March 2018
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and 74% remained in need of support to remain in their own home on exit (66% in previous
year).
The analysis indicate that in Western Bay as a whole, of the total number of people who exited
the Programme (1232), 48% maintained stable accommodation independently for 6 months or
more.
The statistics/information above shows that in Western Bay and in all areas of the outcomes
analysis, improvements, and in some instances, significant improvements have been made in
this reporting period. As one example, far less people remained at threat of homelessness
within 56 days on exit compared with the same period in the previous year.
RCC Members welcome the improvements but still recognise that an analysis of the qualitative
reasons to the barriers to achieving the outcomes needs to be undertaken going forwards. One
area which has already been highlighted, are those with complex needs and the RCC is
currently considering a different model to work with these individuals i.e. adopting a Western
Bay Housing First Model.
Both Supporting People and the Homelessness sector in Western Bay continue to work well
and closely together in shaping the decisions made by the RCC with ‘Homelessness
Prevention’ remaining high on the list of regional priorities.
Rough Sleepers
A significant improvement has been made in homelessness prevention following the
introduction of the Housing (Wales) Act 2014 in Western Bay. However, the latest Welsh Rough
Sleepers count support the concerns raised by the RCC and service providers about its
increase in recent years, not only in Western Bay but across Wales. The following chart and
graphs shows the number of rough sleepers in local authority areas in Western Bay and
culminated to the region and also the significant increase in rough sleepers across Wales.
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The data is collected via annual returns from Local Authorities to the Welsh Government to gain
a better understanding of the scale and trends in rough sleeping over time to inform local and
national policy. The total counts of rough sleepers are single night snapshots and the estimated
count is based on data collected over a two week period with assistance from the voluntary
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sector, faith groups, local businesses/residents, health and substance misuse agencies, and the
police2.
In Western Bay and Wales as a whole, the number of rough sleepers has significantly increased
year on year. There could be factors which explain the increase including more accurate and
regular reporting of information, ex-offenders are no longer in priority need and Welfare Reform
but what is also becoming clear, is that a significant proportion of rough sleepers have complex
needs and although a range of services are being provided, remain sleeping rough.
Previous RCC Development Days have shown and concluded that tackling entrenched rough
sleeping will remain high on the list of Western Bay Regional Priorities for those people where
their needs maybe too high for existing supported housing projects. Finding accommodation
and maintaining accommodation in the private rented sector is going to be crucial going forward
and the abolishment in Transitional Funding is also a concern. However, one proposal that
Western Bay RCC is considering is adopting a Housing First model, details of which can be
found in section 3, Case Study 1 above.
Regional Provider Monitoring Questionnaire
Background
The main focus of the RCC Development in May 2016, was to analyse, for the first time, the
available data at a regional level to address how successful we are, in Western Bay, at
preventing homelessness within 56 days and a regional analysis of the Regional Provider
Monitoring Questionnaire was part of this process. Several issues with the questionnaire were
revealed but it was agreed that a review and update of the questionnaire would ultimately
provide a wealth of regional information, some of which was not being collected from existing
data sources, such as voids. The outcome was, that at the beginning of 2017, a RCC Task and
Finish Group was assembled, a revamp of the questionnaire was accomplished and sent to all
providers. Subsequently, a draft Annual Regional Provider Monitoring Questionnaire Analysis
Document was produced (see Appendix 2) and at the RCC in September 2017, it was agreed,
subject to amendments, that the document could be shared regionally with stakeholders.
At the beginning of 2018, the RCC Task and Finish Group met again to review the
questionnaire and it was sent to all Providers in Western Bay to complete and return. The
deadline for submission was July 2018 and is currently in the process of being analysed.

5.2. What Regional and Sub regional (for RCCs with more than 2 local
authorities) work is commissioned and how have services improved since the
last Annual Report?
Cross Border’s Women’s Project (CBWP)
The Cross Border Women’s Project currently provides accommodation and support to women
with substance misuse issues as the lead support need along with other complex issues
including for example domestic abuse, ex –offenders, mental illness, and homelessness. The
project can support single women and in the dispersed unit those with children. The project

2

Statswales.gov.uk
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comprises of 7 self-contained flats in a core block of flats and 3 dispersed units (for the
Swansea only).
The project did operate across 3 Local Authorities, Swansea, Neath/Port Talbot, and Bridgend,
however in September 2017 Bridgend ended their involvement, therefore the core properties
are now jointly commissioned by Swansea and Neath Port Talbot Supporting People provisions,
with the addition of 3 dispersed units for Swansea Only.
From the 1st October 2017 the CBWP Core house will be jointly funded by the Local Authorities
of Neath Port Talbot and Swansea.
This will result in 3 Supporting People contracts for one Provider and one joint contract
specifically for CBWP, one to cover the wider Swansea provision and one to cover the wider
Neath Port Talbot provision.
Due to the reduced service of 9 regional dispersed units to 3 (for Swansea only) there has been
discussion regarding a change in the staff team. The project has utilised the any spare staff
time to add additional support to the remaining 10 units, with no reduction in the staffing levels,
however a change in shift patterns is being considered.
Voids at the core house remain low, and for 2017 the project accommodated 10 people from
NPT and 10 from Swansea.
The Referrals received from November 2017- January 2018 there were 2 referrals received
from NPT and 7 received from Swansea, there are currently 15 women on the waiting list for
NPT and 22 on the waiting list for from Swansea.
The Regional Contracting Monitoring Group continues to meet every quarter and has reported
back to the RCC on the effectiveness and any emerging issues of regional significance.

5.3. How can you demonstrate a more early intervention and preventative
approach to homelessness is being delivered, e.g. has the fixed site / floating
support ratio changed in the last 12 months?
The charts below3 shows that all three LAs in the Western Bay region, invested more in fixed
support than floating support overall from 2013 to the projected 2018-19 Spend Plan and that
there has been no change in the pattern over the last 12 months.

3

Source: Supporting People RCC Drive: analysis Fixed and Floating 2014-17 Qtr4 Outturns
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The charts below shows the actual number of units in each LA, taken from their Quarter 4
Outturn i.e. actual spends apart from 2018-19 where the information is taken from the Regional
Spend Plan i.e. projected.
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At the RCC in March 2017, a discussion took place to consider the feasibility of adopting a
Housing First Policy approach regionally for those with complex needs a more early intervention
and preventative approach to homelessness in Western Bay. See Section 3, Case Study 1
above for more details and Appendix 1 for a full report following the successful RCC
Development Day held in May 2017.

5.4. What links does the RCC have with Social Services and Health Services in
the region? Have there been any joint service commissioning or pooled
resources? If so, can you give details of the project(s).
Links have been strengthened through membership where RCC members also sit on the Health
and Social Care Groups. The regional work on Learning Disabilities and Mental Health are
being driven by these Groups and the RCC will consider recommendations for implementation.

5.5. What links have been made with other regional strategic / planning groups,
and what preparations have been made for joint working with the Regional
Partnership Board and Public Service Board for the Social Services and Well
being Act?
Health & Housing Group
The RCC Long-term Provider Rep and RDC sit on the Health & Housing Group and at the
September 2017 RCC, the Chair of Health & Housing Group was accepted as a co-opted
member of the Western Bay RCC. Links between the two work streams continue to be
strengthened.
For example, RCC Members attended the Health & Housing Group in July 2017 and fed back
on an agenda item: Feedback from Supporting People on Homelessness and the Housing Act:
(a) How SPP funding is being used to support the Homeless. (b) How SPP is assisting hard to
reach/niche groups.
RCC Members reported that the information covering this agenda item(s) can be found in both
the RCC Annual Review 2016-17 and Regional Strategic Plan 2017-20, both of which could be
found on the Supporting People website. It was confirmed that the Western Bay RCC had held
a successful Development Day to establish the possibility of adopting a Housing First (HF)
Model and that at the last Supporting People Information Network (SPIN) meeting, the WLGA
was due to release National Housing First Strategy. Regarding how SPP is assisting hard to
reach/niche groups, it was noted that the SPP provides housing related support to help all
vulnerable people to live as independently as possible whether they are in hard to reach/niche
groups or not. It was agreed that this agenda item had been covered in full and further
information could be gained from the SP website.
Regional Partnership Board (RPB)
The Western Bay RCC Chair is also a member of the Health Social Care & Wellbeing RPB and
provides an update at every RCC. At the September 2017 RCC, the Chair expressed an ambition to formalise the RCC as the link for Housing & Homelessness to the Health, Social Care &
Wellbeing RPB. As a result, there may be a need to expand the RCC Terms of Reference beyond that of the WG guidance for SPPG. Work on this is currently ongoing.
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Local Health Board (LHB) Stakeholder Reference Group
The RCC Long Term Provider Rep continues to be a Mental Health representative on the LHB
Stakeholder Reference Group. Collaborative working opportunities to be presented and built on.

5.6. Following the Aylward recommendations what proportion of spend on
services for older people tenure is neutral i.e. equally available to home
owners, PRS and social landlord tenants? If not, what plans do the RCC
have in place to deliver tenure neutral services and within what timescales?
In August 2017, the SP Wales Audit Report was release summary recommendation noted that:
(2)
Action taken to address some longstanding concerns about the Programme’s design and
delivery has not always been effective…… “seven years after the Aylward Review identified the
need for change, older people’s services are still predominantly not based on an assessment of
need. Rather, services still tend to reflect historic provision based around tenure. There is evidence that the substantial bulk of older people’s services are still commissioned in such a way
that they remain available only to tenants of local authorities and registered social landlords.”
At the RCC 28th September 2017, the members advised the Western Bay Regional Team
Meeting members to reflect on the Audit recommendations and to undertake a Western Bay
Self-Assessment and identify any potential actions.
The chart below shows the spend on services for older people which is tenure neutral in each of
the 3 Local Authorities in Western Bay including the former sheltered services:
Proportion of spend on services 2017-18:

Total

Future Plans

OAP converted
to floating still
ring-fenced to
landlord
provision

OAP units still tied OAP units
to
tenure
neutral (fully
accommodation
Alyward)

NPT

£65,129.50

£0

£0

£62,129.50

All FS Services
have been retendered in year
and the service is
both age and
Tenure Neutral.

Bridgend

£0

£23,236.71

£272,142.55

£295,379.26

A service has
been
commissioned
and the contract
start date is July
2018, for two new
Extra Care
schemes being
opened in

Swansea
– to
follow
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Bridgend. The
future plan will be
to align all older
persons support
services into one
tenure neutral
service.

5.7. In the RCC region what joint commissioning is undertaken between
Supporting People and other key programmes e.g. Communities First,
Families First, Flying Start, Community Safety/domestic violence? Please list
the project, local authority and which funding streams are involved?
For the first time in 2016/17 each local Authority has been given the flexibility to vire up to 5% of
Anti-Poverty Grants between other grants. These are Supporting People Programme (SPP),
Communities First, Families First and Flying Start. The amount vired will take on the
characteristic of the grant programme it has been given to. The amount of virements each LA
made in this reporting period is shown below:


In Swansea, one provider transferred all remaining sheltered units to be Aylward compliant
in October 2017, and the costs were reduced to £41,429.00 for 2018-2019. Virement from
Communities First was £99,568.00. This was allocated to Mental Health Services (£49,568)
and Learning Disabilities Services (£50,000) as per the spend plan.



In NPT, £78k was vired from communities first to supporting people to fund the deficit for SP
services and increase the homelessness provision



In Bridgend, no virements in/out of SPP were made

6.

RCC Members Appraisal/Feedback

Due to staff sickness absences, the member’s feedback has not been individually gathered.
However, Members are in agreement with the information contained in this document.

7. Governance – Housekeeping
a. Does the RCC have an up to date Memorandum of Understanding signed by all members?
YES / NO (…due to the lack of engagement from Health and Probation representatives with voting rights.
Also, the Welsh Government Supporting People Regional Collaborative Committee (“RCC”), Western Bay Draft
Memorandum of Understanding (“MoU”) is incomplete with both the Local Health Board and the Public Health
Wales ‘Parties’ failing to sign).

b. Do all RCC members have an up to date Declaration of Interest form? YES / NO (due to lack of
engagement from Health and Probation representatives with voting rights)

c. Has the RCC published its latest regional Spend Plan and Spend Plans for each local
authority in the region? YES / NO
d. Has the RCC published its latest Regional Strategic Plan? YES / NO
e. Has the RCC published last years Annual Review Report? YES / NO
f. Has the RCC published the minutes of its meetings? YES / NO
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Appendices

Appendix 1: RCC Development Day 18.05.17 Housing First Report
RCC Development Day 18.05.17:
Adopting a Housing First (HF) Model/Pilot for those with Complex Needs in Western Bay
9.30am – 1 pm Lord Mayor’s Reception Room, Guildhall, Swansea
Background
An Action following the RCC/Regional Team Meeting 30.03.17 was to establish a Task & Finish Group to
explore the possibility of a HF Pilot being adopted in Western Bay. The Group met for the first time on
24.04.17 where it was agreed that this would be the focus of the forthcoming RCC Development Day
(morning session only) on 18.05.17.
Purpose
To introduce people to HF and establish the possibility of adopting a HF Model/Pilot in Western Bay, including undertaking a SWOT analysis.
Attendance
A total of 20 people attended representing Providers (RSLs), Homelessness, Community Safety Partnership, Long & Short Term RCC Provider Reps and RCC representatives from all 3 LAs, among others.
The invitation list represented the nature of this event and 42% of RSLs invited were able to attend.
See appendix 1 for a full list of invitees and those present.
Structure/Agenda
1.

Welcome & Introductions

2.
Introduction to Housing First
Two video links were shown to introduce the HF Model:
a) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pwdq2VWavtc
b) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Ly48mmopGk
Both videos gave a sound introduction to what HF is and how it works at grass-roots level from the perspective of both Service Providers and Service Users.
3.
Regional Homelessness Data
Steve Porter gave a presentation and after setting the scene, highlighted the main reasons for homelessness for 2016/17. The Presentation provided an up to date regional picture of both B&B and Rough
Sleeping.
It would appear that the number of B&B placements are significantly down on the previous year. One explanation for this could be due to the availability of additional WG transitional funding enabling people to
move straight into the PRS. Conversely however, the rough sleeping count has significantly increased
(by 30%) on the same time last year. Explanations for this could be, the result of better data collection,
an increase in non-UK nationals, potentially an increase in people with complex needs and the eligibility
bar being raised.
With such a variation in the statistics on the previous year with both B&B placements and rough sleeper
count, we could be seeing a trend which needs addressing sooner rather than later. Steve then introduced us to 4 Case Studies in B&B right now across the region, where the HF Model may have helped in
preventing homelessness.
Moving forward, it was suggested that questions need to be asked and answered such as, is a culture
change required across the board if Housing First is going to work? What options can we consider for
the most vulnerable client group e.g. bespoke support? There are already examples on a local level but
are there opportunities regionally to do things together e.g. Housing First / Shared Housing? One thing is
clear, there needs to be continued monitoring of data going forward, especially the rough sleeper count
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and all alternative models to be, at least, considered to avoid a rise in vulnerable people with complex
needs becoming homeless and sleeping rough.
4.
SWOT Analysis Workshop
Attendees split into 3 groups and were given approximately 15minutes to address each element of
SWOT analysis. The results have been taken from all flipcharts used on the day and, in no particular order, are shown below:
Strengths
1)
Solution for some people where there isn’t previously i.e. it provides another option for complex
cases
2)
Concrete evidence that it [a HF Model] works - tried & tested e.g. Glasgow & Liverpool. Proven effectiveness. Success well-evidenced.
3)
‘cheap’ – cost effective and cost saving – after all service costs are considered. It has the potential
to save money (across many public service areas).
4)
Recognised at a National level
5)
WG support for the project
6)
“just makes sense”
7)
Person Centred (rather than ‘system’ led) i.e. its tailored to the individual and is not time-limited.
8)
Its flexible and responsive - proactive
9)
It promotes choice
10) Stable secure base to progress from as it’s solution focussed
11) Simple concept (reducing stigma)
12) Relies on strong partnership working, recognising that ‘housing’ is fundamental
13) If works, people will have secure accommodation, a settled home enabling community and social
networks to develop
14) Build on and strengthen existing relationships and expertise e.g. Local Area Coordinators
15) Integration and breaking down barriers
16) Flexibility of working 24/7
17) The Landlord knows the situation up front – better management of risk
18) Reduce and avoid costly evictions for Landlords
19) Expensive at first – then cost effective. Not more expensive than repetitive hospital visits, evictions,
staff time, etc.
Weaknesses
1)
Success wholly reliant on participation of numerous other agencies, including heath, social care,
criminal justice, housing management. Need strong input from other organisations/agencies
2)
Demand would outstrip supply unless clear criteria agreed e.g. several previous evictions, many
hospital visits to A&E i.e. the most vulnerable (i.e. frequent flyers/revolving door)
3)
Unsure about cohort to apply model to
4)
Requires fundamental change in models of care and support delivery, as well as culture and attitude of staff
5)
‘the devil will be in the detail’
6)
Reliant on engagement of tenant with support
7)
Potentially unfair to others – HF cohort jump to the top of a long waiting list
8)
Inconsistent with current allocation policies
9)
Insufficient housing supply / volume in the right areas
10) User affordability (Universal Credit/Housing Benefit caps)
11) Who is going to prove its value / how will we do it?
12) Who does what? Who will have responsibility of maintaining lines of communication
13) Risks to the housing providers, including financial, reputation, community.
14) Relies on potential impact to the community being managed (by whom?). Get an allocation ‘wrong’
and it will always be remembered and result in loss of political/officer support
15) Limited resource – even though support at first – at some time they could/would be used up
16) Perceived as a panacea
17) We know it doesn’t work all the time – can’t raise expectations
18) No shared risk if it goes wrong
19) Lack of evidence (England/Wales)
20) Could create dependency
21) Not fully understanding (training of staff needed)/ lack of clarity of what can be achieved (prevention/most complex.
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Opportunities
1)
Save more tenancies i.e. avoid/reduce costly evictions, A&E admissions, Police/Criminal Justice
involvement over a long period of time.
2)
Spend-to-save. ‘Pool’ funding from saving made to other services
3)
Help more people – the most vulnerable/complex needs. A housing solution and avoid being
bounced around the system – break the cycle
4)
Indirect positive impact on others (in temp. supported accommodation)
5)
Respond to people before (more costly) crisis point
6)
Use resources more effectively (regional collaborative working i.e. LAs, private landlords, Welsh
Government, health, probation, judiciary services) – break down any existing barriers
7)
Experiment with existing tenants at risk of eviction
8)
Better chance of HA engagement regionally
9)
Prevent rough sleeping as well as remedy
10) Develop bespoke ‘local’ preventative application
11) Identify/expose current deficiencies in current system and partnerships. Review how services are
delivered/change.
12) Model offers the chance to house direct
13) Political support – could be more flexible in funding or additional funding made available
14) Develop a clear business case – costs/benefits/efficiencies for public purse
15) Try something different to address homelessness with complex needs
16) Open relationships and shared responsibilities – ownership and accountability – co-owned
17) Could be applied to all housing applicants
18) Promotes holistic flexible service provision
19) Pilot – WG supportive
20) Would address early intervention/prevention to a large extent although better strides could/should
be taken earlier i.e. in early education when MH and personality issues become evident e.g. an example was given when a referral at school took approx. 2½ years.
21) Address the inconsistencies of Homelessness data collection
22) Break down stigma for those most vulnerable
Threats
1)
Housing stock (allocations)
2)
Resistance to change
3)
Non/lack of engagement from all partners/statutory services
4)
Alignment of strategy / commissioning cycles / funding
5)
WG looking at possible change e.g. housing & support, but what about other sectors e.g. health &
social care
6)
Need long term commitment – how? Potential to become ‘idea of the moment’
7)
Not to be seen as a ‘last resort’ for the most vulnerable people
8)
Housing Managers – policy, procedure change, community involvement
9)
Welfare Reform – lack of financial/staff resources until change implemented.
10) Affordability – for service user and LAs
11) Public opinion
12) Demand outstrip supply/oversubscribed
13) ‘major horrendous issue’ – impact widespread
14) Poor communication
15) Data protection
16) Perceived as a panacea – it won’t help everyone
17) Risk to Landlords (associated costs)
18) Lack of SU engagement
19) WG /community/LA support is withdrawn
20) Loss of buy in by partners – would affect others signed up
21) Perceived public opinion – why is that person getting accommodation. Potential increased stigma
22) Political changes (nationally) – what’s coming next!
23) Threat to SP budget
24) RSLs stop becoming ‘Social’ providers and become ‘private’ businesses – it’s all about the money
5.

Feedback Session and Discussion

6.

Workshop to Develop Actions / Next Steps
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Participants remained in their groups to address actions to be developed in future and to identify the next
steps/way forward. Again, shown below is a list of flip chart responses, in no particular order:















Experiment with existing tenants at risk of eviction
Work up Case Studies that we feel this model will work for and then that will give use scope as to
whom to engage
Develop a costed business case/business plan / cost pilot study
Evidence base from UK models – how has it worked?
Repeat this session in other forums e.g. HAVGAP, Health, Housing & Homelessness Groups
Link with all partners (get buy in) e.g. Health & Housing Group, PSBs, APBs, HSCWB PB
Development work needed but doesn’t stop us taking it forward (in steps)
The message (e.g.) “this can work for health but it’s reliant on health”
Establish greater/concrete support from WG/LA/Political
Identify potential savings across the board
Agree fundamental relaxation of exclusive criteria for pilot cohort e.g. from Health, Social Care
and Housing.
Specifically consider data protection issues
Confirm membership of a Working Group
Working Group to meet, sign-up, commit and agree logistics of pilot

An action plan will be drawn up based on the information provided at this session.
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Appendix 2: Annual Regional Provider Monitoring Questionnaire Analysis 2016-17

Annual Regional Provider Monitoring Questionnaire Analysis 2016-17

Annual Regional Provider
Monitoring Questionnaire
Analysis 2016-17

For period 1 April 2016 to 31 March 17

City & County of Swansea
2017
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Overview

Services that receive Supporting People Programme
Grant are expected to report regularly to the Regional
Collaborative Committees. This document represents
the regional analysis of the Annual Regional Provider
Monitoring Questionnaire returns for the period1 April
2016 to 31 March 2017. Replies to each question are
shown in this document which forms the basis of a more
detailed regional analysis of the Monitoring Questionnaire returns.

Further information and related
documents

Alternative language versions of this document are
available on request.

Contact details

For further information:
Debra Trezise,
Western Bay Regional Development Co-ordinator
email: debra.trezise@swansea.gov.uk
telephone: 01792637396 / 07471145424
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Introduction
In May 2017, the Welsh Government released Supporting People Programme Guidance and
Outcome Framework Consultation Document with a closing date of August 2017. An excerpt
from the Guidance Documents states that “ Services that receive SPPG will be expected to regularly report performance and outcomes to the contracting local authority who will use the information in their contract management, and collate and provide relevant information and reports
to the RCC as required. The eligibility, i.e. use of the grant, will be subject to scrutiny and inspection by the Welsh Government.”
At the end of 2016, a RCC Task & Finish Group was set up to review and update the Annual
Regional Provider Monitoring Questionnaire. The Group met regularly and following a series of
consultations and comment feedback, the questionnaire was sent to all Providers in the Western Bay region at the end of March 2017 with a deadline for return of the end of April 2017.
Western Bay Providers were asked to complete one questionnaire per project. The number of
projects in each Local Authority is shown below.
Number of projects across Western Bay
Swansea
196
NPT
33
Bridgend
106
Total
335

Of a potential 335 questionnaires, 199 were returned. This equates to 59.4%.
In total, 50 questions were listed and each question asked in the Monitoring Questionnaire is
represented in this document. This document lends itself to becoming the basis of further and
more detailed regional analysis.
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Section 1: Contract Information
NB:
5.

The questions 1 – 4 ask for identification information which is not necessary to be
analysed and therefore not included in this report
Is this Project registered with the Care and social Services Inspectorate Wales
(CSSIW)?

Of the 199 questionnaires returned, 112 projects (56.3%) confirmed registration with CSSIW
with 87 (43.7%) being un-registered.
6.

What is your organisational status?

The chart below shows that the majority of Supporting People service organisations have registered charity status (70%).

7.

Service Type of Project (Must match the SPPG spend plan/outcome return classification.)

The following list of charts shows the number of projects per service type in each Lead Client
Category:
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8.

Lead client group that the service is commissioned for (Must match the SPPG
spend plan/outcome return classification.)

Of the 199 questionnaires returned, the greatest number of projects were from the Lead Client
Category: Learning Disabilities with Service Type being Fixed Site accommodation 24 Months +
as the chart below shows:
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Section 2: Commissioner/funding details
9.

Is this Project fully commissioned only with the Supporting People Programme
Grant and no other funding? (not including rents)

Of the 199 returned questionnaires, 99 (49%) confirmed that their projects were fully commissioned only with the Supporting People Programme Grant and no other funding.
10.

If no to the above question, which of the following also contributes to this Project?

Other financial contributors to Projects that are not fully commissioned only with the Supporting
People Programme Grant are shown below:
Social Care
Housing
ABMU
N/A
Charitable Trust
Welsh Government

93
91
7
1
0
0

*7 projects were left blank

11.

This question asks the most recent date of any review/evaluation relating to the Project
and is therefore not included in the analysis for this document.

Section 3: Performance Management
12.

Total number of Service Users supported in this Project, over this period

The total number of Service Users who were supported in all Project who returned a questionnaire is 12815
13.

Number of formal complaints received?

A total of 191 complaints were received over this reporting period.
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14.

Briefly describe three themes in relation to compliments that have been received

Below are just some of the many compliments that have been given to Providers from the people who use their services. The overall theme of the compliments, is how Service Users have
valued the help and support they have received and how much better they have felt as a direct
result of the support given.












15.
16.
17.
18.

You're the best support worker I ever had
Raised self esteem
Positive communication with families
Developing Confidence
Helped to move on
Helped to give back confidence
Professionalism and approachability of staff
I wouldn't be where I am now if it wasn't for you thank you so much
Providing a good quality service
Thanks for going above and beyond from a young person.
Thank you for your support and encouragement
Non-judgemental support
Number of adult safeguarding referrals made (VA1 forms) involving your Project or
Service User?
Number of adult referrals which didn't meet the threshold evaluation level?
Number of children safeguarding referrals made involving Project or Service User?
Number of children referrals which didn't meet the threshold evaluation level?

The chart below shows the responses to Safeguarding questions 15 and 18:
Adult referrals made (Total VA1)
Adult referrals where threshold not met
Adult referrals where threshold met
Children safeguarding referrals
Children safeguarding referrals where threshold not met
Children safeguarding referrals where threshold met
19.

217
184 (84.8%)
15.2%
71
17 (23.9%)
76.10%

Total number of families/couples supported, as a unit, in this project, over this
period

A total of 1203 families/couples, as a unit, were supported in this time period.
20.

Total number of Service Users who's support was ceased from this Project

As previously mentioned, the total number of Service Users supported in this period, as identified in the monitoring questionnaire returns, is 12,815. Of them, a total of 8,399 (66%) ceased
from the Projects in the time periods shown below:
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21.

Total number of contracted units

The total number of contracted units is 4,254. However, this figure is disproportionate to the total number of contracted units in each Local Authority, according to their 2016-17 spend plans,
which are:
Swansea
NPT
Bridgend
Total

3,774
1226
2,129
7,129

NB: 4,254 equates to only 59.6% of the total number of contracted units in Western Bay for this
period.
22.

Maximum number of potential occupancy units (days) i.e. the number of contracted
units x 52.2 365

This question contained an error whereby the number of contracted units were asked to be divided by 52.2 (weeks) rather than 365 (days). The calculation has been amended during the
analysis resulting in the total maximum number of potential occupancy days (in one year)
across all projects being 1,552,710 i.e. total number of contracted units x 365.
23.

Total number of void days over the reporting period (1Apr16 - 31Mar17)

The total number of void days over the reporting period is 47,353 which is equal to 3% in total.
24.

Average number of voids as a percentage i.e. the number of void days divided by
the maximum potential occupancy x 100

The regional average service voids (in total i.e. fixed and floating) as a percentage is shown in
the table below:
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Count of % Voids
0% (111)

Number of
Projects
111

>0%, <5% (39)

39

>5%, <10% (17)

17

>10%, <20% (14)

14

>20%+ (10)

10

(24.)

Count of the number of Projects who have had no voids
Count of the number of Projects who have had a number of
voids which are more than 0 and less than 5% of the overall
total number of voids
Count of the number of Projects who have had a number of
voids which are more than 5% but less than 10% of the overall total number of voids
Count of the number of Projects who have had a number of
voids which are more than 10% but less than 20% of the overall total number of voids
Count of the number of Projects who have had a number of
voids which are more than 20% of the overall total number of
voids

Fixed site Projects only:
Average number of voids as a percentage i.e. the number of void days divided by
the maximum potential occupancy x 100

Count of % Voids
0% (79)

Number
of Projects
79

>0%, <5% (34)

34

>5%, <10% (15)

15

>10%, <20% (13)

13

>20%+ (8)

8

25.

Criteria

Criteria
Count of the number of Projects who have had no voids
Count of the number of Projects who have had a number of voids
which are more than 0 and less than 5% of the overall total number
of voids
Count of the number of Projects who have had a number of voids
which are more than 5% but less than 10% of the overall total number of voids
Count of the number of Projects who have had a number of voids
which are more than 10% but less than 20% of the overall total
number of voids
Count of the number of Projects who have had a number of voids
which are more than 20% of the overall total number of voids

Actual number of days that contracted units have been occupied over the reporting
period (1Apr16 - 31Mar17)

Across Western Bay, of the total actual number of days that are contracted, an average of
76.8% units have been occupied
26.

During the reporting period (1Apr16 - 31Mar17), how many Service Users have been
evicted from this Project?

Total contracted units
4254

27.

Total number of
Service Users
supported.

How many service users were
evicted?

12,815

114

How many service users were
evicted as a %
average
3.2%

Number of service users who
ceased support
8399

% of those who
ceased support
that were
evicted
1%

Total number of referrals with no recourse to public funds during the reporting period? (1Apr16 - 31Mar17) (enter '0' if not applicable)

At present, the only way this question can be addressed is to compare the number of referrals
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with no recourse to public funds, with the total number of service users. With this in mind, the
total referrals, as a percentage, with no recourse to public funds during the reporting period is
0.4%.
28.

Of the total number of referrals with no recourse to public funds, how many referrals were supported during the reporting period by your organisation? (enter '0' if
not applicable)

Of the total number of referrals with no recourse to public funds, 58.8% of the referrals were
supported during the reporting period.
29.
How many people who present themselves for support are: (enter '0' if not applicable):


NB:

EEA Nationals
Non-EEA Nationals (including migrants and asylum seekers)

European Economic Area nationals require a right to reside in order to legally remain
with in another EEA country. Right to reside means that someone has permission or a
right to live in the UK and can also claim benefits. It is also known as legal residence.
EEA nationals may lose their “right to reside” in the UK and therefore no longer qualify for
most benefits or housing assistance. As a result these individuals would be classed as
persons from abroad and as such have no recourse to certain public funds and services
(i.e. Non-EEA National).

2
9
.

30.

How many referrals have been supported under the Destitution Domestic Violence
(DDV) concession rule during the reporting period? (enter '0' if not applicable)

At present, the only way this question can be addressed is to compare the total number of referrals supported under the Destitution Domestic Violence (DDV) concession rule with the total
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number of service users. With this in mind, the total number of referrals which have been supported under the Destitution Domestic Violence (DDV) concession rule during the reporting period, as a percentage, is 0.2%.
31.

What is the maximum number of Service Users that have been on your waiting list
during this period?

The total number of service users reported to have been supported in this period is 12815.
The total number of service users reported to be on waiting lists is 4707 (36.7%).
32.

Does your organisation have a Domestic Abuse Policy (in relation to staff and Service Users)?

51.3% reported that their organisations had a Domestic Abuse Policy while 44.7% reported that
they didn’t, and 4% said the Policy was under development.

Section 4: Snap Shot Questions as at March 2017
33.

Considering the households you have currently supported in this period, how many
have a child undertaking caring responsibilities?

Of the households supported, 92 have a child undertaking a caring responsibility.
34.

How many staff work on this project (full time equivalent)

Providers were asked to submit one questionnaire per project. A total of 199 questionnaires
were returned with a total of 1255 full-time equivalent staff working in the projects.
35.

How many people who work on this project have had any sort of Substance Misuse
training?

Of the total full-time equivalent staff working in the projects, 37.8% have had some sort of substance misuse training.
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Of the total number of service users, 1.6% have had some sort of substance misuse training.
36.

What type of Substance Misuse training have people had? (Total of Staff and Service Users. Tick all that apply.)

37.

Please list the Substance Misuse training that has been offered (enter '0' if not applicable)

Please see Appendix 2 for full list of the Substance Misuse training which has been used/offered.

Section 5: Equalities Information.
38.

Age Range (equalling total number of Service Users supported in this Project over
this period
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39.

Disability (equalling total number of Service Users in project over this period

40.

Gender (equalling total number of Service Users in project over this period
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41.

Marriage & Civil Partnerships (equalling total number of Service Users in project
over this period

42.

Pregnancy & Parenting (equalling total number of Service Users in project over
this period
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43.

Race & Ethnicity (equalling total number of Service Users in project over this
Period

44.

Religion & Beliefs (equalling total number of Service Users in project over this
period
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45.

Sexual Orientation (equalling total number of Service Users in project over this
period

46.

First Language (equalling total number of Service Users in project over this period

47.

Please give the 3 most common languages if non English Speaker:

Polish, Arabic, French
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48.

Have you had the need to hire/employ a translator for this project?

Of the 199 questionnaires received (i.e. one per project):
Yes: 14
No: 185
49.

Of those supported as on 31st March, how many Projects were engaged with
an employment support programme?

The chart above equates to:
No. of LIFT
No. of Communities For Work
No. of Other

4.5%
9.0%
97.0%

NB: Some Providers noted that in some project, they use more than one employment
support programme.
50.

If 'other' to the above question, please specify

ESF 'Out Of Work' Cyfle Cymru Service
Act Enhance
Apprenticeship
BOSS Project
Careers Wales
cbsa
Challenge It Change It
College
Communities First
Crisis
Forge Fach Community Resource Centre
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People Plus
Princes Trust
Princes Trust Engagement
princes trust
Rathbone Training
Remploy
School
Skills to Pay the bills
Statutory Education only
SYSHP Regenerate
TGB Learning
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Job Fit
Jobfit
Llamau Learning 4 Life
NEET Service
PACE

Training provider
Wise Project
Working Links
YMCA

Appendix 1
A
Western Bay Regional Monitoring Questionnaire 2017
For period 1 April 2016 to 31 March 2017
one questionnaire per project
Section 1: Contract Information

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

What LA do you have a SPPG contract with for this service?
Organisation Name
Project Name
Name and phone number of person completing the form
Is this Project registered with the Care and social Services Inspectorate Wales (CSSIW)?
What is your organisational status?
Service Type of Project (Must match the SPPG spend plan/outcome return classification.)
Lead client group that the service is commissioned for (Must match the SPPG spend plan/outcome
return classification.)

Section 2: Commissioner/funding details

9.
10.
11.

Is this Project fully commissioned only with the Supporting People Programme Grant and no other
funding? (not including rents)
If no to the above question, which of the following also contributes to this Project?
Most recent date of any review/evaluation relating to the Project:

Section 3: Performance Management

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Total number of Service Users supported in this Project, over this period
Number of formal complaints received?
Briefly describe three themes in relation to compliments that have been received
Number of adult safeguarding referrals made (VA1 forms) involving your Project or Service User?
(enter '0' if not applicable)
Number of adult referrals which didn't meet the threshold evaluation level? (enter '0' if not applicable)
Number of children safeguarding referrals made involving Project or Service User? (enter '0' if not
applicable)
Number of children referrals which didn't meet the threshold evaluation level? (enter '0' if not applicable)
Total number of families/couples supported, as a unit, in this project, over this period (enter '0' if not
applicable)
Total number of Service Users who's support was ceased from this Project in: (enter '0' if not applicable)
Total number of contracted units
Maximum number of potential occupancy units (days) i.e. the number of contracted units x 52.2 365
Total number of void days over the reporting period (1Apr16 - 31Mar17)
Average number of voids as a percentage i.e. the number of void days divided by the maximum potential occupancy x 100
Actual number of days that contracted units have been occupied over the reporting period (1Apr16 31Mar17)
During the reporting period (1Apr16 - 31Mar17), how many Service Users have been evicted from this
Project?
Total number of referrals with no recourse to public funds during the reporting period? (1Apr16 31Mar17) (enter '0' if not applicable)
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28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Of the total number of referrals with no recourse to public funds, how many referrals were supported
during the reporting period by your organisation? (enter '0' if not applicable)
How many people who present themselves for support are (enter '0' if not applicable):
EEA Nationals / Non-EEA Nationals (including migrants and asylum seekers)
How many referrals have been supported under the Destitution Domestic Violence (DDV) concession
rule during the reporting period? (enter '0' if not applicable)
What is the maximum number of Service Users that have been on your waiting list during this period?
Does your organisation have a Domestic Abuse Policy (in relation to staff and Service Users)?

Section 4: Snap Shot Questions as at March 2017

33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Considering the households you have currently supported in this period, how many have a child undertaking caring responsibilities?
How many staff work on this project (full time equivalent)
How many people who work on this project have had any sort of Substance Misuse training?
What type of Substance Misuse training have people had? (Total of Staff and Service Users. Tick all
that apply.)
Please list the Substance Misuse training that has been offered (enter '0' if not applicable)

Section 5: Equalities Information.

38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

Age Range (equalling total number of Service Users supported in this Project over this period

46.
47.
48.
49.

First Language (equalling total number of Service Users in project over this period

50.

Disability (equalling total number of Service Users in project over this period
Gender (equalling total number of Service Users in project over this period
Marriage & Civil Partnerships (equalling total number of Service Users in project over this period
Pregnancy & Parenting (equalling total number of Service Users in project over this period
Race & Ethnicity (equalling total number of Service Users in project over this period
Religion & Beliefs (equalling total number of Service Users in project over this period
Sexual Orientation (equalling total number of Service Users in project over this period

Please give the 3 most common languages if non English Speaker:
Have you had the need to hire/employ a translator for this project?
Of those supported as on 31st March, how many Service User's were engaged with an employment
support programme?
If 'other' to the above question, please specify
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Appendix 2
37.

Please list the Substance Misuse training that has been offered (enter '0' if not applicable)
Training 1

Training 2

Training 3

ACUTE

Addictions and mental health

Alcohol aw areness

Advance NPS Training

Advanced substance misuse

Alcohol Brief Intervention

Aw areness of Substance misuse

Alcohol Aw areness

basic training

Basic Substance Misuse Training

basic training

Blood bourne viruses

basic training

Drug and alcohol

Drug aw areness

Blood Born Viruses

Drug and Alcohol Aw areness

Dual Diagnosis

Dependence Addiction Recovery

Drug aw areness

Feotal Alccohol syndrome

Drug and Alchohol aw areness

Dual Diagnosis

Naloxone

Drug and alcohol aw areness - DT Training

Harm Reduction

New and emerging drugs

Drug and alcohol aw areness - HD Training

Know ledge of substances and w hat they can affect

New pschoactive substances

Drug Aw areness Training

Nalaxone

Overdose Prevention and Response (including Naloxone training)

Dual Diagnosis

Naloxone/pernoxad training

Overdose Training

E-learning

Naloxone/prenoxad

Physcoactive substances and leagal high training

Generic substance misuse

Naxolone Training

Pobl GLADIS E-Learning module

Harm Reduction

Needlestick training

Relapse training

Introduction to Substance Misuse

New Psychoactive Substances

Specific training on NPS

Naloxone

Overdose training

Substance Misuse in Prisons

Naloxone training and administration

Psychoactive substances

Weird Science

New and emergeing substances

Relapse training

New psychoactive substances

WCADA

Noloxone

WCADA informal learning sessions

NPS

WGCADA- bespoke

NPS safeguarding
Oncourse Training Team
Prenoxad/Naloxone
Psychoactive Substances
SANDS project
Steps Training
Substance misuse
Substance misuse - Drug & Alcohol aw arenesss
Substance Misuse and aw areness training
Substance misuse aw areness - Drug & Alcohol
Substance Misuse Aw areness (inc NPS)
substance misuse in house
substance misuse level 1
substance misuse level 1+2
WCADA - Substance Abuse Aw areness
WGCADA Bespoke
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37.

Please list the Substance Misuse training that has been offered (enter '0' if not applicable)

Cont/d…

Training 4

Training 5

Addictions and mental health

Alcohol - Young People and the effects on the body and mind

Alcohol aw areness

basic training

basic training

BBV training

Blood Borne Viruses

CDAT training

Drop in advice sessions at project by specialists

Dual Diagnosis

Harm reduction

Naloxone

Naloxone

New Psychoactive Substances

Overdose training

Overdose aw areness

Parental Substance Misuse

Saf er Injecting

Pyschoactive substances & legal high training

Substances and Mental health

Substance Misuse and Mental Health
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